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Summary
The following is a procedure for creating either a regular or a custom optimization screen
for a 96-reservoir (2 or 3 well) crystallization plate like ARI Intelli-Plate or a Hampton type
96-resorvoir deep well block using Formulatrix Rock Maker Enterprise software and
Formulatrix Formulator 16 located in KLB 412. We will cover procedures for 1) regular
optimization screen – where one already knows the buffer conditions for a ‘hit’ crystal, 2)
custom optimization screen – where one wants to set-up custom screen with many
components to produce a ‘hit’, and 3) a procedural difference between setting up an
experimental plate and a deep well block. The write-up will show how to login into the
computers, start the programs, create screens and print barcodes (in Rock Maker
computer). In addition, it will show how to scan the barcode and dispense the screen
solutions (in Formulator computer and using the Formulatrix Formulator). Procedural
difference between plates and blocks will also be indicated at the end of this write-up. For
more information contact XRF Director, Dr. T. Somasundaram.
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Creating an Optimization Screen using Rock Maker

Figure 1 Rock Imager & Rock Maker Computer

Materials, instruments, and software needed
 ARI INTELLI-PLATE 96-2 Shallow Well Plate(ARI CAT # 102-0001-20) or ARI INTELLIPLATE 96-3 SHALLOW WELL PLATE(ARI CAT # 102-0001-03) or equivalent
 Various buffers needed as per the initial ‘hit’ seen during the first crystallization
trail
 Various buffers needed for making custom crystallization screen
 250 Nalgene tubes or 50 mL Falcon Centrifuge tubes for stock buffers
 Formulatrix septum lids appropriate for Nalgene or Falcon tubes
 Nano pure water for washing (1 gallon)
 HAMPTON RESEARCH 96-DEEP WELL format or equivalent
 Formulatrix Rock Maker Enterprise software installed on Windows computer
 Formulatrix Formulator Control software installed on Windows computer
 Formulatrix Formulator 16 with its default accessories
 Barcode printer
 Optionally, Formulatrix Rock Imager 01
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At the Desk
The Formulatrix Rock Maker software is installed in computer raccoon. The
Formulatrix Rock Imager 01 and Barcode printer are also connected to this computer. The
Formulatrix Formulator software is installed in computer neptune and Formulator 16 is
connected to this computer. The computers and instruments all are located in KLB 412.
First, remove all the dust covers and set them aside.

Figure 2 Rock Maker and Rock Imager components

Figure 3 Formulator 16 components

Power-up raccoon and neptune and their monitors. Power-up Rock Imager, Bar
code printer, Formulator 16 pump, and Formulator 16 in that order. If you have difficulty
locating the power buttons, contact the XRF Director. Ensure that at least 1 gallon of DI
water is in the carboy behind the Formulator 16 and at least 1 gallon empty space is
available in waste water carboy below Formulator 16.

Starting Rock Maker Enterprise software


Rock Maker computer, raccoon, is located to the left of Rock Imager 01 and Barcode printer.
Power it up, if it is not already on. The Username: ####### and Password: xxxxxxxxx will

be provided by XRF Director. Once logged in, one will see shortcuts to three programs
namely, RockImager Processor, Rock Maker, and Rock Imager as shown below:

Figure 4 Program shortcuts




First, click on RockImager Processor short cut. A new window with RockImager
Processor program will pop-up. Minimize that window.
Second, click on Rock Maker shortcut. A new program window for Rock Maker will
pop-up.
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Optionally, click on Rock Imager shortcut. A new program window with Rock Imager will popup. Since we will not cover Rock Imager in this document, minimize the last window.

Now one is ready to start the protocol for preparing optimization screen(s). As discussed
in the Summary section we will see how to make 1) regular optimization and 2) custom
optimization screens in the following pages.

Regular Optimization Screen Protocol
Creating regular screen using the Rock Maker Enterprise software
Making a regular optimization screen assumes that the user has already found one or
several conditions that produced “hit” crystal(s) from an earlier run (if you don’t have
hits, go to the next section where we will discuss Custom Optimization Screen protocol).
In Rock Maker Enterprise software (current version: 3.15.6.1), open the folder and
the experiment that contains the earlier run where you have found successful “hit”
crystillzation condition. The idea of regular optimization screen is to take one of these
conditions that produced the “hit” and optimize it to get even a better single crystal
than the orginal condition had produced.

Figure 5 Rock Maker experiment that produced hits (red squares)

Select one of those hit conditions that looks promising and examine it.
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Figure 6 Close-up examination of a hit crystal

The next step is to take the condition that produced the “hit” as the basis for further
optimization. In Rock Maker’s left hand side “Explorer” section, create a new “Experiment”
and give it a name, say, Optimization-H4.

Figure 7 Create a “New Experiment”

Now drag and drop the condition that produced the original hit, in our case, it was well
H4 in the original experiment. The program will ask to create a new “Grid Layer”, say, okay.
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Figure 8 Create a new grid layer in optimization experiment

New experiment will be created with a new grid layer across all rows and columns with
exactly the same ingredients found in the original hit condition (in our case, say H4). The
Grid Layer tab on the right hand side will show the conditions with identical ingredients.

Figure 9 Replicating 'hit' condition across rows and columns

However, we do not want the same condition that produced the hit but we want to
change it so that a better condition could be found. Select one of the ingredients in the Grid
Layer tab on the right and vary it. The options are to vary (increase or decrease) the
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concentration or the pH across the rows or columns. If one wants to change the pH across
the row then two appropriate low and high pH buffer stocks are needed. If one desires to
the change concentration of a salt, polymer, or precipitant then appropriate stock solutions
of the salt, polymer, or precipitant, respectively are needed.
If we are changing the pH across the rows, specify the low and high pH ranges and
select “vary” across “rows” in the right hand side Edit Grid Layer tab. If we are changing the
concentration of salt across the columns, select “vary” across “columns” and specify high
and low concentration ranges.

Figure 10 Varying pH across the rows

The program will quickly modify the ingredients and update the experiment.
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Figure 11 Varying salt concentration across columns

If for some reason, the combination of the pH and/or salt concentration variation cannot be
achieved with specified ranges using the selected stock solutions, the program will give an
error with some or several wells with no ingredients indicated by red borders.

Figure 12 Inappropriate range or stock solutions (empty red squares indicate error)

If this happens, the user either has to reduce the range in pH or concentration or select
different stock solution until the problem is solved.
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Figure 13 Changing the range fixes the problem

Once desired variations in pH and/or concentrations of salt, precipitant, and polymer are
achieved, click the “Save” button on the top left corner of the software to save the
experiment. This action will create a plate with three numbers, in this case, [1,428,90bw].
Right click the plate and select “Print Barcode” to get a Barcode printed.

Figure 14 Saving experiment, creating plate, and printing Barcode

Now, from the Required Stocks tab (on the right), select individual stock solutions. A
printer icon with ‘Print Barcode’ message will pop-up on the top right hand corner. Print
those codes too.
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Figure 15 Printing barcodes for stocks and Nalgene and Falcon septum

At this point, we have completed a regular optimization screen for a specific 96-reservoir
2- or 3-well experimental plate. Affix the Barcodes to the specified plate as well as
individual stock solution bottles (Nalgene 250 mL bottles or 50 mL Falcon tubes with
rubber appropriate septum) ready to be scanned by Formulator 16.
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Custom Optimization Screen Protocol
Creating custom screen using the Rock Maker Enterprise software
Making a custom optimization screen is necessay when the user has been unable to
find conditions that produce any “hit” crystal(s) from an earlier runs. For making Regular
Optimization Screens, see the earlier section.
In Rock Maker Enterprise software (current version: 3.15.6.1), create a “New Folder” and
a “New experiment”. You can name the experiment “CustOptimzn”. This will create
three digit Barcode and in our case it is, [1,423,90br]. Optionally, you can add protein in
the 2- or 3-well positions even though we will not dispense proteins using Formulator 16.

Figure 16 Creating a new experiment

Now select the experiment ([1,423,90br] line), this will allow the user to see the
“Experiment” ribbon menu and its three sub-menus, Design, View, and Reports. Now,
select the Design sub-menu to reveal the sub-sub-menus of “Grid Design, Random
Design, Custom Design, Protein, Seeding, and Screen”. Now, select “Grid Design”, the
mouse pointer will become a ‘+” sign with a pop-up menu on the top left hand corner.
While holding the mouse drag and select rows or columns. In our case, we are going to
select rows A through D and columns 1 through 12. As soon as the user completes the
selection, a new “Edit Grid Layer” pops-up on the right hand side of the GUI (Graphical
User Interface). Give a name to the layer, in our case; we will call it “PEG 3350 15%’.
Now, select “+ Add Ingredients sub-tab”.
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Figure 17 Selecting new custom layer Rows A-D and Columns 1-12

Selecting this sub-tab opens up another sub tab “Select Stocks” with the open box for
typing ingredients. Since we want to add Polyethylene Glycol 3350, we will start typing it
to select only the ingredient we want. Once desired ingredient is selected, options for
stock solutions are displayed. Select the appropriate stock solution; in our case, it is 50%
(w/v), Hampton Research stock (#00054-001; HR2-527).

Figure 18 Selecting ingredients and specifying the stock solution

Once the appropriate stock is selected, specify the type of the ingredient, in our case it will
be polymer; specify concentration in the wells, in our case it will be 15 % (w/v) and finally
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specify whether to keep the concentration same or vary across the rows or columns, in our
case we keep the concentration the same.

Figure 19 Specifying ingredient concentration and variation

Once specified, the program calculates the needed volume for the selected ingredient. The
user can examine contents of the wells using either the design or the ingredient view.

Figure 20 Design View

Figure 21 Ingredient View

Now, let us say the user wants to add another ingredient, again select the experiment
([1,423,90br] line), this will allow the user to see the “Experiment” ribbon menu and its
three sub-menus, Design, View, and Reports. Now, select the Design sub-menu to reveal
the sub-sub-menus of “Grid Design, Random Design, Custom Design, Protein, Seeding, and
Screen”. Now, select “Grid Design”, the mouse pointer will become a ‘+” sign with a pop-up
menu on the top left hand corner. While holding the mouse, drag this time and select
columns 1 and 2 (all A-H rows with columns 1 and 2 will be selected).
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As soon as the user completes the selection, a new “Edit Grid Layer” pops-up on the
right hand side of the GUI. Give a name to the layer, in our case; we will call it “LiSO4
1M’. Now, select “+ Add Ingredients sub-tab”. Selecting this sub-tab opens up another
sub tab “Select ingredients” with the open box for typing ingredients. Since we want to
add Lithium Sulfate, we will start typing it to select only the ingredient we want. Once
desired ingredient is selected, options for stock solutions are displayed. Select the
appropriate stock solution; in our case, it is 2M Hampton Research stock (#00106-001;
HR2-545).

Once the appropriate stock is selected, specify the type of the ingredient, in our case it will
be salt; specify concentration in the wells, in our case it will be 1 M and finally specify
whether to keep the concentration same or vary across the rows or columns, in our case we
keep the concentration the same for columns 1 and 2.

Figure 22 Lithium sulfate addition

Figure 23 Ingredient View

The user can now add as many ingredients they want as specified in the sections above.
Once all desired ingredients are added, click “Save” button on the top left corner of the
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software to save the experiment. This action will create a plate with three numbers, in this
case, [1,423,90b7]. Right click the plate and select “Print Barcode” to get a Barcode
printed.
This completes the preparation of custom screen preparation at the Rock Maker Enterprise
software at Rock Maker computer, raccoon.

Converting Experiment to Screen
How to Convert Experimental Plate to Screen Block
When making a regular optimization screen using Rock Maker Enterprise software
(current version: 3.15.6.1), the user wants to optimize a “hit” crystal condition to get even
a better single crystal than the original condition had produced. So as seen in section
Regular Optimization Protocol, the user drags one of the conditions to make a New
Experiment (plate) which is a default.
However, many times it may be necessary to make a Screen Deep Well (block) rather than a
New Experiment (plate). The following steps shows how to achive that process. In Rock
Maker Enterprise software (current version: 3.15.6.1), open the folder and the experiment that
contains the earlier run where you have found successful “hit” crystallization condition. Select
one of those hit conditions that looks promising and examine it.

Figure 24 Experiment that produced a hit crystal

Figure 25 Close-up view of the hit

In Rock Maker’s left hand side “Explorer” section, create a new “Experiment” and give it
a name, say, OptmzTst3WIone-D12-2.
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Figure 26 Create “New Experiment (plate)”

Figure 27 Give a new name

Now drag and drop the condition that produced the original hit, in our case, it was H4
well in the original experiment. The program will ask to create a “Grid Layer”, say, okay
and accept the conditions.

Figure 28 Create “Grid Layer”

Figure 29 Accept hit conditions for the layer

A new experiment will be created as seen in earlier section. Now go to the “Experiment”
OptmzTst3WIone-D12-2 (line) and right click a “Convert to Screen” sub-menu will pop-up.

Figure 30 Convert “Experiment” to “Screen”

Figure 31 Save Screen to get Barcode

Save the “Screen” to create a three digit Bar code [1, 438, 90c6] for dispensing with
Formulator 16. Now the user has converted an “Experiment” to “Screen”.
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Dispensing regular and custom screens
Dispensing the screens using Formulator Control Software and Formulator 16
In the previous sections, we have covered Regular Optimization Screen Protocol,
Custom Optimization Screen Protocol, and Converting Experiment to Screen. Finally, in this
section we will cover how to dispense all the protocols created in Rock Maker Enterprise
software using Formulator 16. The Formulatrix Formulator Control software is installed in
computer neptune and Formulator 16 is connected to this computer.

Starting Formulator Control Software




First, find the Formulator Pump located beneath the desk. Power it up by flipping the
“On” switch found in the front.
Second, find the power button for Formulator 16 itself located on the back and power
it up.
Formulator 16 computer neptune is located to the right of Rock Imager 01 and Barcode
printer. Power it up, if it is not already on. The Username: ####### and Password:

xxxxxxxxx will be provided by XRF Director.

Figure 32 Formulator Pump”
Figure 33 Formulator 16



Now click the Formulator program short cut. A new program progress window for
Formulator will pop-up.



Then the Formulator 16 program window will pop-up and the plate loading platform
will move outside to accept the plate or deep well block. Meanwhile, the instrument
will carry out an “Initial startup” which will take approximately 10 s to complete.
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Figure 34 Formulator Control Software GUI

Now from the top menu, select Device>Internal Wash (sub-menu) which will clean the
internal system of the Formulator. The process will be complete in approximately five s.
Now from the top menu, select Device>External Wash (sub-menu) which will clean the
external systems of the Formulator. The process will be complete in approximately 30 s.

Figure 35 Formulator “Internal Wash”

Figure 36 Formulator “External Wash”

At this point, we are ready to start the dispensing process. We can either hand scan
the plate/deep well block or use the Bar code scanner located in the front of the instrument
to read the information about the dispensing details. Hand scan can be initiated by selecting
from the top menu Device>Hand Scan which will open up a dialog box wherein the user types
the last four digits of the plate/deep well block.
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Figure 37 Formulator “Hand Scan”

Figure 38 Inputting “Hand Scan”

If automated scanning is desired, simply open the small window in front of Formulator
to reveal the Barcode Reader and scan the Barcode from the plate or deep well block.

Figure 39 Formulator “Barcode Reader”

Figure 40 Automated reading of “Barcode”

Once the barcode has been scanned the Formulator communicates with the /Shared
folder in Rock Maker Enterprise computer (raccoon) and gathers all the needed information
such as the stock solutions (including their bar codes), volume needed for each stock
solution, and dispensing volume for the plate/deep well block (as specified in Rock Maker
protocol). All the stock solutions names will be displayed under the Dispense List of the GUI
with “Red Square” indicating the stocks have NOT been loaded to the Formulator.
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Figure 41 Dispense List with unloaded stocks

Figure 42 Automated scan of dispense list stock

Now, the user either can hand scan the barcode for the dispense list stock or use the
automated scanner to identify the stock and place it (with the septum part pointing down
and bottle kept straight) in any one of the 15 inputs found on the top of Formulator. As soon
the stock is place in one of the inputs, immediately after scanning, the stock is identified
under the “Inputs” part of the GUI. Once all required stocks are placed and identified, the
user can select from the main menu Device>Run to start the dispensing.

Figure 43 Dispense List with unloaded stocks

Figure 44 Selecting “Run” to dispense

Once the run begins, the plate/deep-well block will be moved into the chamber and
placed directly beneath microfluidics dispensing head and stock solution will be dispensed in
order of high to low viscosity. The total time taken for dispensing the solutions and amount
of stock solutions will also be indicated in the Dispense List part of the GUI.
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Figure 45 Stocks with plate in front position

Figure 46 Stocks with block in dispense positon

Once all the solutions are dispensed, the plate/Deep-well block will be returned to
the front position for further use. Next step will be cleaning all the inputs and removing the
stock solutions. The user will select from the main menu Device>Wash All Inputs.

Figure 47 Plate with dispensed solutions

Figure 48 Selecting “Wash All Inputs”

The Input part of the GUI will turn from “Washing” to “Washed”. Once the user sees
the “Washed”, dark Blue Square that input can be removed by simply pulling the stock
solution straight up. This process is continued until all stocks are removed.
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Figure 49 Washing and Wahsed inputs

Figure 50 Shutting down the instrument

At this point, the tasks remaining are cleaning and shutting the instrument down. So
follow the sequence shown below (details of the steps are already covered in the document
and so will not be elaborated here):







Internal Wash
External Wash
“Shutdown” by clicking main menu File>Exit
Turn the power-switch off on the back of the Formulator 16
Turn the power switch off on the front of the Formulator pump
Cover the Formulator 16 (especially the inputs) using the a plastic cover
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